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1. Background

1.1.  The Integrated Transport Unit (ITU) is responsible for the delivery of 
passenger transport that Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) provides. 
This can be categorised as subsidised public transport (timetabled public bus 
services), home to school transport, special educations needs (SEN) 
transport and community transport (pre-book minibus transport provided by 
local community organisations e.g. Lydney Dial-a-Ride).

1.2.The council spends around £3m each year providing socially necessary 
public transport to enable communities across the county to access essential 
services including work, education, health and food shopping.. 
Gloucestershire’s public transport network can be split into two groups, 
‘commercial’ and ‘subsidised’. The commercial network is made up of the bus 
services that are provided by a private operator without any contractual 
financial support from GCC. Operators are allowed to choose what routes to 
run and do not require permission from GCC to operate them. Over 90% of 
the 20 million local bus journeys made in the county are on these services. 
GCC uses its public transport budget (currently £3m per annum) to fill in gaps 
in the network where there is a significant demand for public transport but this 
is not sufficient to be commercially viable for an operator.  This function is 
handled by the ITU where contracts for bus services are owned, managed 
and tendered.

1.3.A paper was brought to Cabinet in March 2019 detailing how from April 2018 
there were significant increase in the prices of bus service contracts as they 
came up for retender, the average increase was 35% however this figure 
fluctuated considerably from contract to contract. Given the number of 
contracts that were due for retender in financial year 2019 there was a risk of 
overspend. Subsequently £223k of additional funding for subsidised bus 
services was agreed by Council in the Integrated Transport Unit’s budget for 
2019/20 and Cabinet agreed  to review expensive bus service contracts with 
a view to making them more viable.

2. Underlying Causes

2.1.  There are a range of issues for operators that are leading to these rising 
costs, they include:

 Increase in operating cost – Insurance, fuel, employment costs, the 
national living wage and a general driver shortage in recent years.

 Legislative issues – several recent and approaching pieces of 
national legislation to improve the accessibility of vehicles, reduce 
emissions and provide on-board audio/visual equipment have 
meant that newer vehicles are required, at additional cost.



 Lack of competition - Today in Gloucestershire we have less than 
half the number of operators than we had in 2006, which was circa 
24 operators. While some of this is driven by legislative changes, 
tighter standards have also played their part. Stagecoach now 
carries over 95% of the county’s bus passengers, with Pulhams 
carrying around 2%.

 GCC contracts – Historically operators have received annual 
inflationary increases to contracts they hold. Around 2011 this was 
stopped in Gloucestershire and many other councils as the funding 
challenge took hold and the ITU looked for ways it could reduce is 
spend on discretionary parts of its budget. The consequence of this 
is that operators are now pricing this lack of annual increase into 
their initial tender price which contributes to the large increase at 
retender.

3. Current Position

3.1.  In the 18 months from April 2018 there was a spike in the number of 
contracts that had to be retendered. Contracts worth approximately 75% of 
the total spend on public transport were due to expire. Retendering of these 
contracts has been mostly completed with staggered end dates to avoid 
future bunching. In the next 18 months there are far fewer contracts expiring 
and due for retender.

3.2.Following the approval of the budget increase for 2019/20 and the March 
2019 Cabinet decision approving the ITU’s approach to manage costs the 
risk of an overspend has been reduced. The ITU has constantly reviewed the 
bus network to remove any unused trips, design timetables so they allow for 
maximum synergy with other services and worked with our operators to 
understand the financial pressure they face in order to mitigate this to some 
degree.

3.3.As this financial year has progressed it has become clearer that the risk of 
overspend on public transport contracts has reduced significantly. The ITU is 
currently forecasting a break even budget for public transport and with few 
developments expected by April 2020 this is not expected to change.

4. 2020 – Opportunities and Issues

4.1.  There are a multitude of proposals, projects and potential issues that could 
have both a positive and negative effect. In March 2020 the new version of 
our Dynamic Purchasing System (DPS) is scheduled to go live. The DPS is 
an online marketplace we have set up for our operators to bid for contracts 
we release. This gives us an efficient way of allowing all operators the same 
chance to bid for work, increasing competition and lowering prices. A 
successful DPS is vital to operating within budget.

4.2.The climate emergency and focus on reducing fossil fuel emissions in 
Gloucestershire presents the ITU with both challenge and opportunity. There 
are many modern vehicles in the public transport network that are up to the 
most recent diesel engine standards emitting far less pollutants and 



particulates than those only a few years older. However there are an 
unknown number of older vehicles which, whilst still legally compliant, could 
benefit from being upgraded to reduce emissions, e.g. from Euro IV to Euro 
VI standards. This presents a challenge to the council as we would almost 
certainly see this price passed to us in the form of higher contract costs. Care 
is required to ensure that the cost of investing in newer vehicles does not 
unfairly impact on bus operators’ commercial viability, which could reduce 
competition or lead to a smaller public transport network. 

4.3.However many operators are keen to reduce emissions and even try 
alternatively fuelled vehicles should it be a viable operational option. One 
potential avenue would be central or local government grants linked to 
climate change and vehicle emissions. We are poised to bid for any fund that 
becomes available and are proposing to review the age and emissions of our 
contracted bus fleet to quantify the costs and benefits of a bus retrofit 
scheme.

4.4. It is important to understand the urban/rural context of this issue as well. 
Given the rationale behind subsidised and commercial bus services it’s 
unsurprising that most of GCC’s subsidised bus services serve rural areas of 
the county. Rural services are expensive to run as the fixed route and 
timetable approach of the traditional bus service means there is no flexibility 
in these services. An operator has to, by law, run to their route and timetable. 
This means vehicles are travelling large distances to pick up relatively few 
people and serve some villages where no-one boards at all on some days. 
We believe that a more flexible, demand-responsive approach to bus 
services in rural areas could mean we can serve many more people and give 
them much more frequent transport options to more places than they 
currently have. 

4.5.The ITU is developing a business case for two pilot schemes to improve 
public transport in rural areas, one in the Cotswolds and one in the Forest of 
Dean. These schemes would take the current demand-responsive transport 
(DRT) model of serving geographical areas rather than fixed routes and only 
upon request rather than timetabled, and enhance this to make it much more 
attractive to the passenger. The main features of the pilot are:

 Suitable hours of operation (7am-7pm Monday to Friday) – 
currently rural transport can be as infrequent as 1 return journey a 
week.

 Accessible – smaller minibus-type vehicles that allow greater 
access to remote areas and accessible for those with mobility 
issues with a low-floor and a wide aisle.

 Appeal to all – this service should be attractive to students, 
commuters and other non-bus users as well as the current bus 
using population.

 Integration with the larger bus network – rather than compete with 
the regular ‘big bus’ network the aim would be to link with it 
instead, dropping passengers at their nearest stop for a larger bus  
to their destination. This brings revenue to these bus services 
helping their viability.

 Internet and telephone booking options.



4.6.The aim of this project is to drive local economic growth by giving employees 
and customers greater access to local businesses, and to improve the quality 
of life by giving residents greater access to health, social and education 
appointments and essential services. This would also have the added benefit 
of reducing the burden on the NHS and Social Care services; the longer we 
can keep people active and connected within their community the longer they 
can live independently without the need to rely upon social care support.

4.7.Section 106 funds from housing developments help to mitigate the transport 
impact of developments on our roads and also play a key part in funding 
improvements to bus services. These funds are vital for pump-priming bus 
services in areas they would not be commercially viable until all the dwellings 
have been occupied. We will continue to utilise these funds and work closely 
with our Planning colleagues to do so. A recent example is the 97/98 service 
between Cheltenham, Churchdown, Innsworth, Longford and Gloucester, 
where we secured funding to increase the frequency from half hourly to every 
20 minutes.

5. Summary

5.1.Whilst the risk of overspend is not removed the budget overspend risk  this 
year and next year has been significantly reduced by securing additional 
funds in the base budget and by work undertaken to manage the cost of 
expiring contracts. The ITU plans to continue its focus on the public transport 
network to manage costs, work with operators and to prepare for future 
challenges and developments to manage any financial impact.


